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A B S T R A C T

This paper presents a comparative study of predictive methods of frost growth and den-

sification on horizontal, vertical and parallel flat surfaces. The study treats two aspects of

frost formation: thickness and density. It focuses on the comparison between four differ-

ent existing theoretical models or empirical correlations and a database gathering almost

382 test points available in the literature for average frost thickness. Furthermore, five cor-

relations are compared to 149 data points for average frost density. Impacts of air velocity,

relative humidity and wall temperature are studied. The latter is found to have a signifi-

cant impact on frost development. Quantitative and qualitative analyses of the predictive

methods are proposed. This study leads to the identification of the main issues in the field

of modelling of frost deposition on horizontal, vertical and parallel flat plates.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd and IIR. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In certain environmental conditions, frost can form and develop
on the surface of air refrigeration system evaporator. When
surface temperature is below the dew point and above the triple
point of water, liquid droplets will condense on the surface.
If the dew point is kept positive and the surface temperature
is reduced below the triple point, liquid droplets begin to freeze.
Frost can also appear by desublimation: water vapour changes
directly into frost. Desublimation occurs when surface tem-
perature and dew point are below the triple point of water.The
frost layer acts as (i) a thermal insulator between the humid
air and the cold surface and (ii) significantly reduces air flow
area between the fins of the evaporator, increasing the air pres-
sure drop. Consequently, the energy performance of the system
is reduced. A defrosting operation is needed to recover regular
performance. This operation is energy consuming and makes
the coefficient of performance lower.

In the last decades, lots of surveys investigated frost for-
mation. Hayashi et al. (1977) divided the frost formation process
into three steps: (1) the crystal growth period, (2) the frost layer
growth period and (3) the frost layer full growth period. This
study proposed a first empirical correlation to calculate frost
density. Later, Tao et al. (1993) completed this survey, gather-
ing the two last periods. The first stage corresponds to a one-

dimensional growth of ice column and the second to a three-
dimensional growth of the ice column. Hayashi et al. (1977) and
Tao et al. (1993) proposed to model the fully developed growth
as a homogeneous porous medium in which diffusion leads
to the frost growth and densification. Jones and Parker (1975)
developed a model based on molecular diffusion of water
vapour at the frost interface and using energy and mass bal-
ances. Based on the previous model, Sami and Duong (1989)
developed a correlation to determine heat transfer coeffi-
cient and used Lewis analogy to calculate mass transfer
coefficient. Schneider (1978) proposed an empirical correla-
tion for the frost thickness growth. O’Neal and Tree (1984)
suggested another frost thickness correlation based on ex-
perimental data for parallel plates. Facing the large differences
between experimental data and predictions, Lee et al. (1997)
developed a model considering a molecular diffusion of water-
vapour and heat generation due to sublimation from the frost
layer, assuming water-vapour in a saturated state at the frost
surface. The numerical model was validated with experimen-
tal data. Cheng and Cheng (2001) proposed a semi-empirical
model considering the Lewis analogy and using the Hayashi
et al. (1977) frost density correlation. The theoretical model,
compared to the experimental data of Yonko and Sepsy (1967),
showed good agreement. Lee et al. (2003) developed a new
mathematical model to predict the behaviour of frost layer,
without employing any experimental correlation. Compared
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to other models and experimental data, model showed errors
of about 10%. This model also allowed obtaining a new corre-
lation for the Lewis number, bounding heat and mass transfer.
Wang et al. (2012) developed a generalized model predicting
frost growth on flat plates. Concurrently, an experimental bench
was constructed in order to validate theoretical results. The
authors proposed a new correlation for frost initial density based
on the Hayashi et al. (1977) correlation and depending on air
temperature, cold surface temperature and frost surface tem-
perature – the Hayashi et al. (1977) correlation was only related
to frost surface temperature. Hermes et al. (2009) built a math-
ematical model based on energy and mass balances, considering
frost as a porous medium and the water-vapour in a super-
saturated state. The authors also realized experimental tests
in order to complete Hayashi et al. (1977) correlation (adding
a part related to the cold surface temperature) and to vali-
date the numerical model. In another study, Da Silva et al. (2011)
proposed a new frost density correlation depending on frost
surface temperature and dew point air temperature. This cor-
relation was used to model frost deposition on fan-supplied
tube-fin evaporators. Hermes (2012) completed these studies,
proposing an explicit algebraic relationship bounding the frost
thickness and the parameters impacting frost formation. In
2015, Nascimento et al. extended this study to frost develop-
ment on parallel plate channels, proposing a new correlation
for frost density and experimental data. Iragorry et al. (2004)
proposed a critical review of frost properties and models for
frost formation analysis. The authors listed correlations and
models available in literature for predicting thermal conduc-
tivity, frost density, frost thickness and heat transfer coefficient.
All predictive methods are presented with operational ranges
and limitations.They identified a lack in the number of studies
considering freezer operating conditions with subfreezing air
temperatures. The authors suggested that frost surface tem-
perature should be used as an indicating parameter in future
defrosting control strategy. Finally, the authors insist on the
importance of providing more comparative studies in order to
obtain more efficient numerical models.

Further to a deep analysis of bibliography, two parameters
are found to be fundamental: frost thickness and frost density.

(a) Frost thickness is an important parameter because it is
directly linked to air flow reduction section in air source
heat pump technologies. That is why it is essential to
identify its impacting parameters (i.e. relative humid-
ity, cold surface temperature,. . .). Experimentally, it is also

related to the calculation of the density ( ρ = m
V

).

(b) Density is also a fundamental parameter because it has
an impact on several other key paramaters such as
(Breque and Nemer, 2015):
• the frost porosity as shown in the equation provided

by Hermes (2012): ε ρ ρ
ρ ρ

= −
−

f i

a i

.

• the frost thermal conductivity. Lots of correlations for
frost thermal conductivity can be found in Iragorry et al.
(2004) study. Most of the correlations are function of
frost density or porosity. The thermal conductivity is
used in Fourier’s law to calculate temperature of the

frost layer: q k A
dT
dx

= − f 0 .

• the effective diffusivity of water vapour in air in the

frost layer (Df = μD with μ ε
γ

= ) which is, in turn, used

in Fick’s law ( m D A
dw
dx

w f a= − 0ρ ).

• the water vapour mass absorption factor:
d
dt
ρ αf

w= .This

absorption factor is used to quantify the effects of

phase change on mass diffusion (
dm
dx

Aw
w= −α 0 ) and

heat diffusion (
dq
dx

A h= αw sub0 ) along the frost layer.

As it can be seen, frost thickness and density are two crucial
parameters for solving frosting issues. Lots of correlations and
experimental data points are available in the literature. However,
studies proposed are isolated.This paper proposes to enhance
the very complete study of Iragorry et al. (2004) as suggested
by them, with a comparative study of different models and cor-
relations applied to a large number of experimental points
found in the literature. This work allows identifying the main
issues from the current available literature.

2. Experimental data from the literature

2.1. Database presentation

Data points available in the literature were gathered in two da-
tabases focusing on frost thickness growth and densification,
respectively, on horizontal flat plates. The thickness database
combines each frost thickness data point along with their un-
derlying experimental parameters such as: air temperature, wall
temperature (cold source), relative humidity, air velocity, time
and plate length (the plate length needs to be known for some
models). Data points collected are averaged values (thickness
and density are considered uniform along the plate length).
Each data point can be used in different models and correla-
tions available in the literature. The number of data points for
frost thickness is 382. Database for frost density considers all
previous parameters and also frost surface temperature when
it was given by the authors (some correlations need frost surface
temperature).

Sources of experimental data and ranges of operational pa-
rameters are presented in Table 1 for frost thickness and in
Table 2 for frost density.

Lee et al.’s (2003) experimental data points were not taken
into account because they seemed to be incorrect. Indeed, there
was no consistency between these data and all predictive
methods. To be careful, authors of the present study pre-
ferred not taking into account these experimental data.

The first scope of this work is to identify the consequences
of the operational parameters on frost thickness and density
development.

2.2. Impact of environmental parameters

2.2.1. Frost thickness
The influence of wall surface temperature on frost thickness
formation is shown in Fig. 1a. Other parameters are kept
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constant. Experimental data provided by Hermes (2012) show
that the lower the surface temperature, the thicker the frost
layer. It can be concluded that cold surface temperature has
a significant impact on frost growth. This tendency was con-
firmed with all the points available in the database.

Impact of air velocity is illustrated in Fig. 1b. Experimen-
tal data provided are from Lee et al. (1997) and Hermes (2012).
In their experiments, conditions remain constant, except for
velocity values. Fig. 1b shows that frost thickness increases with
velocity for Lee et al.’s (1997) results. However, Hermes et al.’s
(2009) results do not show any significant difference, maybe
due to the small velocity difference. Generally speaking, a higher
air velocity means a higher quantity of water vapour freez-
ing probably because of higher heat and mass transfer
coefficients.

The influence of relative humidity is studied, thanks to Lee
et al.’s (1997) experimental data. Frost thickness is given for
relative humidity of 50%, 70% and 80%. Other experimental con-
ditions are kept constant. Fig. 1c shows that frost thickness
increases with relative humidity. This influence is easily un-
derstandable because, at the same air temperature, a higher
relative humidity means higher quantity of water in the air.

When the air is in contact with the cold surface, higher
quantity of water vapour freezes on the plate surface. For high
relative humidity, frost velocity growth is found to be more im-
portant at the beginning of the tests.

2.2.2. Frost density
Fig. 2 shows frost density evolution for several varying param-
eters. As for frost thickness, when the impact of one parameter
is studied, others are kept constant. Results are given for dif-
ferent wall temperatures, air velocities and relative humidity.
Fig. 2a shows the impact of wall temperature. It can be ob-
served that frost density decreases with low temperatures. It
means that high temperatures encourage densification of the
frost layer: mass flux contributing to the frost layer mass rise
is higher than mass flux leading to thickness augmentation.
This observation agrees with observations of the wall tem-
perature impact on frost thickness. For air velocities, conclusion
is the same as for frost thickness: density increases with high
velocities. Reynolds number increase leads to a denser frost
layer. Heat and mass transfers are locally boosted, leaving less
space to the air in the porous layer. For the impact of relative
humidity, conclusions are not clear. Indeed, results obtained

Table 1 – Range of values of author’s thickness database.

Table 2 – Range of values of author’s density database.
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for the two authors are not in agreement. In their work, Hermes
et al. (2009) observed that frost layer was denser with high rela-
tive humidity, but Wang et al.’s (2012) experimental data show
that density was higher for medium relative humidity. As the
frost density phenomenon is not as intuitive as frost thick-
ness formation, it is not possible to bring strong conclusions.
Density depends not only on the frost mass deposed but also
on the thickness of the frost layer: predominance of one of the
two factors has to be clarified.

This parametric study on experimental data available in the
literature shows that frost formation phenomenon is not well
understood. More particularly concerning density, more ex-
perimental tests are needed to understand the impact of
different parameters. Attention should be focused on relative
humidity.

3. Existing predictive methods

A lot of studies regarding the treatment of frost formation, more
particularly on thickness and density paremeters, can be found
in the literature.These studies are various according to the ge-

ometry studied (flat plates, cylinders, fin-tube evaporators, . . .)
and the type of the study (experimental, analytical, numeri-
cal,. . .). Most of the studies treat the global formation of frost.
However, several studies focusing on local development of frost
crystals can be found in the literature. In fact, in 1968, Fukuta
(1968) studied growth rates of ice crystals. Results were found
different according to the cold surface temperature, which was
explained by the crystal shapes. Wu et al. (2007) associated
crystal shapes to range of cold surface temperatures. Five dif-
ferent shapes were observed and classified. Different models
focusing on local formation of frost crystals were proposed by
Le Gall and Griot (1997) and Na and Webb (2004). They allowed
taking into account crystal structures in the equations. These
are completed with studies from Seki et al. (1985) and Piucco
et al. (2008).The authors propose frost nucleation models. New
parameters as contact angle or radius of embryo are taken into
account. These condiserations led to more precision in mod-
elling. These models are also more complex and difficult to
study and compare because they require data that are not pro-
vided in most publications (contact angle of the freezing surface,
embryo characteristics). That is why they will not be studied
in this paper. Nevertheless, these kinds of studies are

Fig. 1 – Impact of environmental parameters on frost thickness.
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essential to understand the basis in the field of frost forma-
tion. In this study, the authors are focusing on correlations and
simple models predicting frost formation on flat plates.

3.1. Presentation of the predictive methods

3.1.1. Correlation and models for frost thickness
Four predictive time-dependent methods for the frost thick-
ness formation over time are evaluated in this study. Among
these predictive methods, one is an empirical correlation and
three are theoretical models. The first relation used to de-
scribe frost thickness is the Schneider (1978) correlation. This
correlation was realized, thanks to data points experimen-
tally obtained on a tube. Authors precise that the frost thickness
was independent of the position along the circumference of
the tube. That is why the authors of the present study chose
to test this correlation.

z
k

h
T T

t
h

T
Schneider = ⋅ ⋅ −( )⎛

⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟

⋅ ⎛⎝
⎞
⎠

−−

0 465
1

0 5 0 03

.
. .

i

sub i
f w

f

ρ
TT

K

p p
p p

m

f sat

sat f sat
tF

1

0 01

0 25

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

×
−
−

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⋅

.

,

,

. (1)

where 1h represents one hour and 1K represents one Kelvin.
These two constants were probably used to obtain non-
dimensional parameters. Ft is defined by the next equation:

F
T T
T T

t = + ⋅ −
−

1 0 052. f m

m w
(2)

p, psat and pf,sat represent, respectively, partial pressure of water
vapour, saturation pressure of vapour in moist air and satu-
ration pressure of vapour at frost surface temperature.

This correlation is time-dependent and depends on opera-
tional parameters such as wall temperature and water vapour
quantity in air. It can be noted that frost thickness is square
root dependent on the time that traduces diffusive dominant
mass transfer (Hermes, 2012 and Storey and Jacobi, 1999). The
weakness of this correlation lies in the fact that it cannot be
applied to all experimental conditions. In fact, tests with high
air temperature combined with low relative humidity cannot
be simulated with this correlation because of the pressure ratio.
Some environmental condition makes it negative, leading to
complex form of numerical results.

The three theoretical models are those of Lee et al. (1997),
Hermes et al. (2009) and Hermes (2012).To complete the study,

Fig. 2 – Impact of environmental parameters on frost density.
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the model of Wang et al. (2012) was also reproduced but without
satisfactory results. As a matter of fact, the explanations pro-
vided by the authors in their paper did not allow us to obtain
the same results as theirs. As a consequence, the Wang et al.
(2012) model was not taken into account.

In their models, Lee et al. (1997) and Hermes et al. (2009)
assume that total mass flow rate of vapour contributes to frost
density and frost thickness augmentation as illustrated in Fig. 3.
Frost thickness is defined as:

z z t
m

t t f t
t

f
z

f
+ = + ⋅Δ Δ

ρ (3)

The two models differ in the frost density calculation.
Hermes et al. (2009) calculate frost density at each time step
with an empirical correlation. On the contrary, Lee et al. (1997)
consider frost density as a function of mass flux of densifica-
tion. The Hermes et al. (2009) model requires initial frost
thickness, which was set at 1.0 μm.The Lee et al. (1997) model
requires initial frost thickness and density. Both values are not
provided by the authors. However, analysis of their tests showed
that an initial frost thickness of 0.1 μm and an initial frost
density of 47 kg m−3 can be assumed. However, it should be kept
in mind that this choice can cause some imprecision when ap-
plying it to the whole database.

These two previous models are integrated analytically and
need numerical integration of one time dependent ordinary
differential equation. Hermes (2012) simplified his previous
model by proposing an analytical relationship between frost
thickness, time and influential parameters.The author defined
frost thickness as:

z l
d d d

f = ⋅ + ⋅ −1
2

0 14
2

τ (4)

with d1 and d0 as functions of air temperature, wall tem-
perature, humidity ratio and air velocity.

Two pioneer correlations from Mao et al. (1992) and Mao et al.
(1999) are not tested in this study.The reason is that these cor-
relations need the knowledge of the dimensionless position
ratio. This ratio depends on the position along the plate, so
thickness has to be known for each abscissa a. As frost thick-
ness values are averaged values, these correlations cannot be
implemented.

Table 3 gathers predictive methods for frost thickness pre-
sented above and their range of application.

3.1.2. Correlations for frost density
Four empirical correlations are used to predict frost density
over time. The first relation used to evaluate frost density is
given by Hayashi et al. (1977) (Eq. 5).This relation only depends
on frost surface temperature.

ρf fHayashi = ⋅ ⋅ −( )650 0 277 273 15exp . .T (5)

Kandula (2012) proposed a new correlation more com-
pletely, taking account of the wall temperature and the air
velocity (Eq. 6).
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with ρi as the frost density of ice.
Kandula (2012) considered that taking account of the frost

surface temperature in the frost density calculation allows better
predictions. But, in the present study, the two previous corre-
lations are considered restrictive. In fact, the frost temperature
is not an input in the frost formation phenomenon. The use
of these correlations requires the knowledge of the frost surface
temperature. However, none of the authors provide a way to
determine this temperature. So, these correlations can only be
applied when frost surface temperature is known, which rep-
resents a small part of the studies. To bypass this weakness,
the authors of the present study chose to determine frost
surface temperature with the model of Hermes et al. (2009) used
in the thickness section, and applied to the density database.

Hosoda and Uzuhashi (1967) proposed a correlation based
on wall temperature and air velocity. Equation 7 shows the
relation.

Fig. 3 – Physical model for frost development on flat plate.

Table 3 – Range of application of frost thickness
predictive methods.

Predictive method Range of application

Hermes et al. (2009) − ≤ ≤ − °16 4Tw C
16 22≤ ≤ °Ta C
50 80≤ ≤RH %
6 000 50 000≤ ≤Re
50 400 3≤ ≤ ⋅ −ρf kg m
0 120≤ ≤t min

Lee et al. (1997) Tw = −15 °C
Ta = 25 °C

50 80≤ ≤RH %
6 000 50 000≤ ≤Re
50 400 3≤ ≤ ⋅ −ρf kg m
0 120≤ ≤t min

Schneider (1978) − ≤ ≤ − °30 5Tw C
5 ≤ Ta ≤ 15 °C

96 99≤ ≤RH %
4 000 32 000≤ ≤Re
60 480≤ ≤t min

Hermes (2012) 5 3 8 51. .≤ ⋅ −( ) ≤ °a T Ta w C
0 0057 0 0090 1. .≤ − ≤ ⋅ −w wa w v akg kg
Re ≤ ⋅3 107

29 3 40 6. .≤ ≤Nu
82 318 3≤ ≤ ⋅ −ρf kg m
0 120≤ ≤t min
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ρf w aHosoda = + ⋅−340 850 445T v. (7)

Tw must be used in this correlation in Celsius degree.
Yang and Lee (2004) developed a correlation based on di-

mensionless numbers:

ρ ρf i a
a tp

a w
Yang Fo= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅

−
−
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− −1 54 10 4 0 351 0 311 0 413. Re . . .w
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⎞
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⎤
⎦⎥

(8)

with Fo as the Fourier number, Fo = ⋅α t
lc2

and Ttp , the triple

point of water.
This relation is normalized by the density of ice and strongly

depends on the dimensionless temperature.Through this cor-
relation, it can be noted that authors do not consider mass
diffusion as the only phenomenon responsible for frost
densification (the exponent of the time is 0.311 instead of 0.5).
Compared to their experimental data, the correlation pro-
vides frost density with an error of 10%.

The last relation is a semi-empirical relation proposed by
Hermes et al. (2014). Empirical model and experimental data
were used to obtain this correlation.

ρf
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This relation strongly depends on modified Jakob number
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c T T
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,

,

and time. In this study, authors con-

sider that only mass diffusion occurs in frost layer (0.5 exponent
for the time) contrary to Yang and Lee (2004). This correlation
shows errors with 10% bounds.

As for frost thickness, Mao et al. (1999) provide a correla-
tion for frost density, which also depends on dimensionless
position ratio. So this correlation was not studied in this paper.

Table 4 presents predictive methods for frost density with
their range of application.

3.2. Quantitative and qualitative comparisons

This section provides quantitative and qualitative analyses. For
the quantitative comparison, predictive methods are applied
to frost thickness and density databases. For the qualitative
comparison, each method (correlations and models) is com-
puted for different test conditions. The first part presents the
results obtained for frost thickness and the second, those ob-
tained for frost density.

3.2.1. Frost thickness
Best quantitative comparison results, obtained with the
Schneider (1978) correlation and Hermes et al. (2009) model,
are presented in Fig. 4a and 4b.

At first sight, the Schneider (1978) correlation seems to
predict experimental data with a good agreement, but all points
belonging to the database are not depicted in Fig. 4. The for-
mulation of Schneider’s (1978) frost thickness correlation (Eq.
1) does not allow determining frost thickness in some par-
ticular operational conditions. Consequently, 7% of the database
points were excluded.The Schneider (1978) correlation is a good
predictive method when test conditions are included in the

data range. For other environmental conditions, another pre-
dictive method is required. Results displayed in Fig. 4b are
obtained with the Hermes et al. (2009) model. Results are more
scattered than those obtained with Schneider (1978). For some
data, the Hermes et al. (2009) model can predict frost thick-
ness with a good agreement, but for others, the error committed
can be significant. But, contrary to Schneider (1978), no opera-
tional conditions are ignored.

To complete the results, the percentage of the data points
within a ±20% error band (PERC), the mean absolute error (MAE)
and the mean relative error (MRE) are specified on Fig. 4a and
4b. Table 5 presents PERC for each experimental database and
each predictive method.

Lee et al.’s (1997) model seems to be the less reproducible
predictive method. It is probably due to the hypothesis for the
initial frost thickness and density. The Schneider (1978) cor-

Table 4 – Range of application of frost density predictive
methods.

Predictive method Range of application

Hayashi et al. (1977) − ≤ ≤ − °18 6 5. Tw C
2 6 1≤ ≤ ⋅ −v m s
wa = ⋅ −0 0075 1. kg kgv a

0 450≤ ≤t min
Kandula (2012) − ≤ ≤ − °20 5Tw C

10 22≤ ≤ °Ta C
50 80≤ ≤RH %
0 7 2 5 1. .≤ ≤ ⋅ −v m s

Hosoda and Uzuhashi (1967) − ≤ ≤ − °20 5Tw C
0 ≤ Ta ≤ 10 °C

1 5 1≤ ≤ ⋅ −v m s
0 00188 0 00604 1. .≤ ≤ ⋅ −wa v akg kg
0 240≤ ≤t min

Yang and Lee (2004) − ≤ ≤ − °35 15Tw C
− ≤ ≤ °5 15Ta C
1 0 2 5 1. .≤ ≤ ⋅ −v m s
0 00322 0 00847 1. .≤ ≤ ⋅ −wa v akg kg

Hermes et al. (2014) − ≤ ≤ − °15 5Tw C
16 22≤ ≤ °Ta C
v = ⋅ −0 7 1. m s
5 ≤ RH ≤ 80%

0 120≤ ≤t min

Table 5 – Percentage error band for frost thickness
prediction (bold values correspond to best model
prediction for each experimental data).

Experimental data* Model (%)

Hermes
et al.
(2009)

Lee
et al.
(1997)

Schneider
(1978)

Hermes
(2012)

Jones and Parker (1975) 26.7 19.0 14.3 42.9
Kandula (2012) 100.0 80.0 100.0 40.0
Cai et al. (2011) 0.0 0.0 83.3 0.0
Lee et al. (2003) 23.8 0.0 64.3* 19.1
Wang et al. (2012) 55.6 38.9 66.2* 35.6
Yonko and Sepsy (1967) 31.5 17.8 47.9 37.0
Hermes et al. (2009) 87.4 1.1 83.9 87.4
Lee et al. (1997) 55.0 47.5 87.5 47.5
Total of data points 54.9 23.8 66.7 40.7

* Data points excluded for Schneider model.
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relation, and the Hermes et al. (2009) and Hermes (2012) models
show good agreement with experimental data points. Never-
theless, improvements are still needed in this field in order to
propose a non restrictive predictive method.

This quantitative comparative study is completed with a
qualitative comparison.

Fig. 5 shows results for air velocities of 0.5 m s−1 and 2 m
s−1. The other experimental conditions are kept constant.

Results are found to be more scattered for low velocities than
for high velocities. This work shows that some improvements
are needed to extend models and correlations to low velocities.

Fig. 6 shows the same test with relative humidity as varying
parameter. As for velocity, predictive methods present less scat-
tering for higher relative humidity. The higher the relative
humidity is, the better is the agreement with correlations and
models.The simulations were also conducted for the wall tem-
perature as the varying parameter.The figures are not provided
in the paper but the same conclusions were made: the lower
the wall temperature, the lower the scattering.

3.2.2. Frost density
The same work applied to frost density database is pre-
sented in this section. As a reminder, Lee et al.’s (2003)
experimental data were excluded in this study.

Results of the quantitative comparative study obtained for
each correlation are presented in Table 6.According to this table,
it can be noted that predictions for frost density are less ef-
ficient than for frost thickness. The two best results are
presented in Fig. 7a and 7b. Best prediction methods are Yang
and Lee (2004) and Hermes (2012) correlations.

The more accurate prediction methods can only predict 28%
of the database. Facing these unsatisfactory results, the authors
of the present study proposed a new empirical correlation, de-
termined with the 149 data points presented previously. The
correlation is as follow:

ρf
w

a

Ja= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅5 47 0 16 0 29
0 61

0 34. Re . .
.

.w
w

t (10)

where Re =
⋅ ⋅ρ

μ
a a platev l

is the Reynolds number, μ is the

dynamic viscosity of air and Ja p a w

sub a w sat

=
−( )
−( )

c T T
h w w ,

is the modi-

fied Jakob number. Ta is the temperature of humid air, Tw is
the wall temperature, wa is the absolute humidity of the air
taken at Ta and ww,sat is the absolute humidity taken at Tw at
saturation (100% of humidity). ρa, μ, cp and hsub are taken at the
humid air temperature.

Fig. 4 – Predictive methods applied to frost thickness database (points legend in Table 1).

Fig. 5 – Qualitative comparison for frost thickness: velocity case.
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Applied to the database, the present correlation shows better
agreement with experimental data (Fig. 8). This correlation is
based on Reynolds number, modified Jakob number (inspired
by Hermes et al.’s [2009] study), water quantity ratio in humid
air and time. Therefore, main parameters as air velocity, wall
temperature and relative humidity are taken into account. As
for Yang and Lee (2004) and contrary to Hermes (2012), the time
exponent is found to be 0.34 and therefore different to 0.5 (the
correlation with a 0.5 exponent only predicts 37.1% of the da-
tabase). It means that in most of the studies, it cannot be
considered that only mass diffusion is occurring during frost
densification.

Of the points of the database, 56.8% are included in the ±20%
error band. The present correlation allows doubling number
of predictions included into the range.

Fig. 6 – Qualitative comparison for frost thickness: relative humidity case.

Fig. 7 – Predictive methods applied to frost density database (points legend in Table 2).

Table 6 – Results of quantitative study for frost density
(bold values correspond to better predictive method).

Model Statistics (%)

MAE MRE PERC

Hayashi et al. (1977) 61.4 −24.8 14.5
Kandula (2012) 87.9 7.0 10.6
Hosoda and Uzuhashi (1967) 121.8 120.2 13.6
Hermes (2012) 40.2 35.4 28.0
Yang and Lee (2004) 35.7 35.6 20.5

Fig. 8 – Present correlation applied to frost density
database.
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Comparing density and thickness studies, it can be noted that
for frost density, there is a real lack of experimental data point.
Indeed, additional data are required to be sure that present cor-
relation is not too much impacted by a set of one author data.

The following paragraph presents results of the qualita-
tive study for frost density. Only results for air velocity and wall
temperature are included in the present section. In fact, based
on experimental data, the present authors are not able to con-
clude concerning the impact of relative humidity on frost
density. It seems not relevant to compare predictive methods
to experimental data point without having the knowledge of
the physical phenomenon. Based on the previous conclu-
sions, Hosoda and Uzuhashi (1967), Kandula (2012) and Hayashi
et al. (1977) correlations are not taken into account in this part
because of the weak results obtained previously.

Fig. 9 shows predictions of the correlations for two tests with
different wall temperatures. It can be observed that experi-
mental points are better predicted for low wall temperature.
Concerning each correlation, that from Hermes (2012) is found
to be the less representative for the Hayashi et al. (1977) data
points. In both cases, present correlation shows the best
prediction.

Fig. 10 presents the same work with velocity as variable pa-
rameter. Results are more scattered for high velocity. Again,
present correlation is found to be the best predictive method.

3.2.3. Synthesis
Frost thickness is found to increase:

• when velocity increases
• when relative humidity increases
• when wall surface temperature decreases

Frost layer is denser:

• when wall temperature is higher
• when velocity is higher

No relation could be established between relative humid-
ity and frost density because of contradictory information.
Correlations and models available in the literature can predict
frost thickness satisfactorily but improvements are still needed
to obtain predictions with better accuracy.To identify the weak-
nesses of the current studies, the authors propose to list the
main hypothesis chosen by authors of the best predictive model
(Hermes et al., 2009) and discuss the possible error sources.

• Hermes et al. (2009) use an empirical correlation to calcu-
late frost density. Disparities between frost density results
from the different studies can explain why the Hermes et al.
(2009) model can predict well their own experiments but
predict with less accuracy experiments of other authors.

Fig. 9 – Qualitative comparison for frost density: wall temperature.

Fig. 10 – Qualitative comparison for frost density: velocity case.
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Generally speaking, correlations based on limited data-
bases are extrapolated to larger sets of data.

• Another assumption concerns diffusion of the water vapour
in the frost layer, considered as a porous media. In fact,
Hermes et al. (2009) considered that effective diffusion drives
layer thickening and densification to the frost. Maybe dif-
fusion is not the only phenomenon occurring but advection
may also take place in the frost layer. This would explain
why time exponent of present correlation (only based on
experimental results) is different from 0.5. It could be in-
teresting to calculate the Sherwood number in order to
evaluate the impact of advection in the frost layer. If ad-
vection contribution is found sizeable, advection term should
be added in the energy balance equation. For frost density,
predictive methods are less efficient as frost thickness.
Hermes (2012) ventures the same hypothesis as his previ-
ous study, which can partly explain the results obtained.

Both previous items led to identifying a first source of dis-
crepancy between correlations and measurements: physical
phenomena that occur during frost formation and develop-
ment are not all taken into account in correlations. Bias between
experimental and calculated values can also stem from ex-
perimental data. Errors that can occur during experimental tests
are listed below:

• Experimental setup can lead to a non-uniform cold plate
temperature. This non-uniformity can be responsible for a
non homogeneous formation of frost. Values obtained for
thickness and density can be less precise than expected and
hypothesis of one-dimensional formation of frost used in
predictive methods is no longer suitable.

• Frost surface temperature is a parameter that is difficult to
measure; most of the time infrared thermometers are used.
These thermometers allow obtaining temperature in one
point but not the temperature of the whole surface. If the
temperature distribution is not homogeneous, tempera-
ture measured is erroneous.

• Heat flux transfered between air and cold surface is also
difficult to measure and leads to possible errors.

• In most experimental studies, surface characteristics (i.e. ru-
gosity and contact angle) are not provided. However, these
parameters are found to have a significant impact on frost
nucleation. As these parameters are rarely provided, they are
not taken into account in correlations which can also explain
discrepancies between measured and calculated data.

Despite numerous numbers of papers about frost forma-
tion, some improvements need to be done. Historically, a major
part of the studies focused on frost thickness, which ex-
plains better results in this field. Studies about frost density
are more recent, and therefore, need to be pursued both ex-
perimentally or model development. Generally speaking, articles
dealing with experimental studies should better explain their
experimental procedure (i.e. how to start the measurements
under steady state conditions without frost formation on the
surface) and their measurements (i.e. how is the weight mea-
sured, uncertainty). As for the models, it was shown that some
methods were not able to be reproduced.As a result, the authors
should clearly define each term used in the equation and
suggest one test case to check the accuracy of their model.

4. Extension to vertical plates

Most of the studies concern horizontal flat plates. But some
authors trying to approach industrial issues decided to work
on more complex geometries, like vertical plates. This section
presents a similar work for this geometry. This section aims
at comparing flat plate predictive methods to vertical plates
data.

4.1. Database presentation

For the case of vertical plates, database has the same form as
horizontal plate’s database. Eighty-eight points are listed for frost
thickness and 122 for frost density. Data points are taken from
studies by Lee and Ro (2002); El Cheikh and Jacobi (2014); Janssen
et al. (2012); Fossa and Tanda (2010) and Yamashita et al. (2007).

4.2. Impact of environmental parameters

The impact of environmental parameters is presented.The aim
is not only to evaluate consequence of wall temperature, rela-
tive humidity and air velocity on frost thickness and density,
but also to compare observations for the vertical plate with
those of horizontal plate. Fig. 11 shows that frost thickness in-
creases with low wall temperature, high air velocity and high
relative humidity. The same observations were made for hori-
zontal plates.

Results for frost density are presented in Fig. 12. Contrary
to thickness, density decreases with low wall temperature. Con-
cerning air velocity, frost density follows the same behaviour
as for frost thickness. Fig. 12c brings additional information.
In fact, results for horizontal plate did not allow the authors
of the present study to conclude for the impact of relative hu-
midity on frost density. For vertical plate, results obtained for
the two authors (Lee and Ro, 2002 and El Cheikh and Jacobi,
2014) are in agreement. In fact, frost density is found to in-
crease with lower relative humidity.

4.3. Quantitative and qualitative comparison

4.3.1. Frost thickness
For the quantitative comparison, the best models and corre-
lations determined in the first section are applied to thickness
and density databases. Fig. 13 presents quantity of data points
included in the ±20% range. It can be observed that predic-
tive methods for frost thickness development on horizontal
plate cannot be applied to vertical plate. In fact, percentages
are 4.4% and 2.2% , respectively.

For the qualitative comparison, predictive methods are
applied to a set of experimental data for different environ-
mental parameters. Fig. 14 shows results obtained for wall
temperature and relative humidity. Comparing Figs. 14a and
14b, it can be observed that predictive methods are better when
relative humidity is lower. Concerning wall temperature, pre-
dictive methods are found to be far away from experimental
data. As illustrated in the previous part, predictive methods
of frost thickness are not accurate for vertical plates.The same
conclusions were found concerning air velocity, taking into
account Lee and Ro’s (2002) experimental data.
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4.3.2. Frost density
The quantitative comparison shows more convenient results
using the correlation proposed in the present study (Eq. 10).
In fact, Fig. 15 shows that 36.1% of the data points are in-
cluded in the 20% range. However, frost density correlation is
not as appropriate as for horizontal plate.

Additional tests are required with vertical geometry to find
a new relation for calculating frost density and strengthen
present correlation.

Results of the qualitative comparison for frost density are
shown on Figs. 16 and 17. Fig. 16 presents results obtained with
predictive methods applied to two data points of Lee and Ro
(2002) varying from relative humidity. Only the correlation pro-
posed in the present study shows satisfactory results. In fact,
the Hermes (2012) and Yang and Lee (2004) correlations are not
adapted to vertical plates geometry. No predominance of the
impact of high or low relative humidity on predictive methods
is found. Results seem a few less scattered for higher relative
humidity. But the two tests are too close to bring strong
conclusions.

Fig. 17 presents the same study with wall temperature as
varying parameter. For this test, results are more obvious. In
fact, the present correlation is found to be more efficient for
low wall temperature.Tests with higher wall temperatures show
a higher scattering between measured and calculated values.
However, some hesitation is expressed as for the validity of

high wall temperature tests.The two other correlations are still
not convenient.

4.3.3. Synthesis
Frost thickness on vertical plate increases (same conclusions
as for horizontal plates):

• when relative humidity is higher
• when wall surface temperature is lower

Frost density increases:

• when wall surface temperature increases
• when velocity increases
• when relative humidity decreases (this observation is in op-

position with Hermes et al.’s (2009) results of the first part)

For vertical plates, correlations and models established for
flat plates cannot be used to predict frost development. Some
of Hermes et al.’s (2009) hypothesis can explain it. For the hori-
zontal plate case, authors assume that frost thickness is uniform
along the plate length and processes of mass and heat diffu-
sion within the frost layer are one-dimensional. These
assumptions are not convenient for vertical plates because of
gravity effect. In fact, when environmental condition leading
to condensation and solidification is gathered (i.e. surface

Fig. 11 – Impact of environmental parameters on frost thickness.
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temperature below the triple point of water and dew tempera-
ture greater than the latter), liquid droplets at the surface and
inside the frost layer will suffer gravity effects. Droplets will
flow along the plate length, leading to a non homogeneous frost
layer. Frost layer can no longer be considered uniform along
the plate length. So, the influence in the airflow axis should
not be neglected and experimental data should be expressed
as a function of the distance from the leading edge of the plate.
Other sources of discrepancy between measured data and cor-
rections are listed in the first section. Frost formation on vertical

plates needs a deeper investigation. In fact, this configura-
tion is closer to industrial application than horizontal plate
studies. Most of the time, fins of heat exchangers are verti-
cally set, which implies to take into account gravity effect. New
experimental investigations are needed to complete the ex-
isting databases. A comparison between vertical and horizontal
results could lead to the identification of gravity impact. It could
also be interesting to work on other orientation angles of the
plate. It could serve to gradually observe the impact of the
gravity.

Fig. 12 – Impact of environmental parameters on frost density.

Fig. 13 – Predictive methods applied to vertical plate database frost thickness.
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5. Extension to parallel plates

5.1. Database presentation

This section aims at comparing flat predictive methods to par-
allel plates data. Frost thickness database for parallel plates

is composed of 24 data points from Ostin and Andersson (1991).
For frost density, database is made up of 25 data points gath-
ered from 2 authors: the previous one and Nascimento et al.
(2015). Both authors realized experiment on horizontal paral-
lel plates (Fig. 18). Ostin and Andersson (1991) did not provide
distance between the two plates. The only information is that
the section area can be modified. Nascimento et al. (2015) also
worked on a varying section. Distance between the two plates
could vary between 8.4 mm and 19.0 mm.

5.2. Impact of environmental parameters

Fig. 19 presents the impact of wall temperature and relative
humidity on frost thickness. As for the previous test of envi-
ronmental impact, frost layer is found to be thicker with low
wall temperature and high relative humidity.The impact of wall
temperature on frost thickness is the same for all geometries
(single horizontal, single vertical, horizontal parallel plates). Con-
cerning relative humidity, conclusions are not strong. In fact,
excluding Wang et al.’s (2012) experimental results, it can be
considered that both simple and double horizontal plates have
the same behaviour (frost thickness increases with relative hu-
midity) – and the opposite conclusion is observed from vertical
plates.The impact of air velocity study could not be led because
of lack of experimental tests for parallel plates.

Fig. 20 shows impact of air velocity of frost density. Results
agree with conclusions made for horizontal and vertical plates:

Fig. 14 – Qualitative comparison for frost thickness: relative humidity and wall temperature case.

Fig. 15 – Correlation applied to vertical plate database frost
density.
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frost density increases with air velocity.The same study could
not be carried out for wall temperature and relative humid-
ity influence especially as experimental data of Nascimento
et al. (2015) were not usable for this kind of experiment. In fact,
data point number was weak and test conditions were very
variable that make two by two comparisons difficult.

5.3. Quantitative and qualitative comparison

5.3.1. Frost thickness
Fig. 21 presents ratio of data points included in the percent-
age of ±20% for Hermes et al. (2009) (Fig. 21a) and Hermes (2012)
correlations (Fig. 21b). The results for the quantitative com-
parative study are satisfactory. Percentages are 54.2% and 29.2%

respectively. Hermes et al.’s (2009) frost thickness model for
horizontal plates can also be used for horizontal parallel plates.

Fig. 22 shows qualitative comparison results: the present
correlations are applied to Ostin and Andersson (1991) data.
As for vertical plate, best correlations are found to be from
Hermes et al. (2009) and Schneider (1978). Results are more scat-
tered for low wall temperature.

No tests were led for air velocity and relative humidity
because of lack of data.

5.3.2. Frost density
The results of the quantitative comparison for frost density are
presented in Fig. 23. The results are only depicted for author’s
correlation that showed the best results.The Yang and Lee (2004)
and Hermes et al. (2014) correlations exhibit only 28.0% and 12.0%
of data points within a ±20% error band. The present correla-
tion gives little satisfactory results: percentage of data points
within a ±20% error band is 32.0%. In fact, only one third of the
data can be predicted and the MAE and MRE are very high.
Authors see that flat plates correlations cannot be applied to
parallel plates. Based on this observation, Nascimento et al. (2015)
proposed a specific correlation for this kind of geometry which
gives a better agreement with their data.

Qualitative comparison is only depicted for velocity case (Fig.
24). Results are more scattered than for frost thickness. Present
correlation shows better results for low velocities. This figure

Fig. 16 – Qualitative comparison for frost density: relative humidity case.

Fig. 17 – Qualitative comparison for frost density: wall temperature case.

Fig. 18 – Experiment with horizontal parallel plates.
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also shows that frost density decreases with the velocity aug-
mentation. An opposite result was found for horizontal single
plate. In fact, heat transfer coefficient is higher with high air
velocity, which increases surface plate temperature. When the

surface temperature is higher, less frost is deposited. However,
high velocity leads also to higher mass transfer coefficient yield-
ing an increase of mass deposition.Thus, velocity leads to two
oppposite phenomena: one inhibits and the second stimu-
lates frost deposition.

5.3.3. Synthesis
A few number of studies concerning parallel configurations do
not lead to strong conclusions. Similar behaviours as those de-
tected on other geometries are observed: i.e. frost thickness
increases with low wall temperature. That from Hermes et al.
(2009) is found to be the best non-excluding predictive method.
Error sources between experimental points and correlations
are provided in the first section. In addition, results are not as
satisfactory as for single horizontal plate because the second
plate influences frost formation and the boundary layers. In
fact, owing to proximity between both plates, dynamic and
thermal boundary layers are impacting each other. In the case
of single plate, free flow without any thermal disturbance is
considered.

6. Conclusion

This paper provides a comparative study of predictive methods
of frost growth and data points obtained in literature for three

Fig. 19 – Impact of environmental parameters on frost thickness.

Fig. 20 – Impact of environmental parameters on frost
density: air velocity.

Fig. 21 – Predictive methods applied to parallel plate database.
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different geometries: horizontal flat plate, vertical flat plate,
horizontal parallel flat plates. Considering the three geom-
etries, 494 points were gathered for thickness and 296 for frost
density. For each geometry, the impact of environmental pa-

rameters, and quantitative and qualitative studies are presented.
The impact of environmental parameters on frost thickness
agrees for the three geometries: frost thickness increases with
low wall temperature, high relative humidity and high veloc-
ity (this last impact was not verified for parallel plate
configuration because of lack of data, but it can be consid-
ered that it would be identical). For frost density, as the number
of data points is lower, conclusions are less strong. Frost density
is found to increase with high wall temperature for single plates
(horizontal and vertical) but authors cannot bring conclu-
sions for parallel plates.The impact of relative humidity is only
provided for vertical plate: high relative humidity causes a less
dense frost layer. The impact of relative humidity on horizon-
tal plate has to be clarified because conclusions available in
literature are not in agreement. Concerning velocity, the impact
is identical for all geometries: frost layer is denser with high
velocity. For horizontal single flat plate, three of the five models
presented for predicting frost thickness are satisfactory (Hermes,
2012; Hermes et al., 2009; Schneider, 1978). They can predict
at least half of the database. However, predictive methods avail-
able for calculating frost density on single horizontal plate are
not as efficient. Scattered results obtained drove authors of the
present study to propose a new correlation which can predict
more than 55% of the database. Several sources of discrep-

Fig. 22 – Qualitative comparison: wall temperature case.

Fig. 23 – Correlation applied to parallel plate database.

Fig. 24 – Qualitative comparison for frost density: air velocity case.
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ancy between measurements and correlations have been
proposed. A qualitative study showed that frost thickness is
better predicted by low wall temperature, high relative hu-
midity and high velocity. Opposite observations were made for
frost density: scattering is lower with low wall temperature and
high velocity. This study was extended to more realistic ge-
ometries: single vertical flat plate and parallel horizontal plates.
Best predictive methods found in the first part were applied
to the two databases for both thickness and density predic-
tion. Models for frost thickness applied to vertical plate were
found to not be adapted probably because of gravity effect. Frost
density results were more convenient but still need to be im-
proved. Gravity effect is probably affecting more thickness than
density. For parallel horizontal plates, models were found to
be more adapted albeit less efficient than for flat plate. This
could be explained by the influence of both thermal and
dynamic boundary layers on top of one another. To conclude,
additional tests for all geometries are required. For single hori-
zontal plate, authors should concentrate on relative humidity
impact. For vertical and parallel plates, all kinds of data points
are required. The present authors insist on the importance of
providing all details that are necessary to be used in models.
This study will later be completed with the building of an ex-
perimental bench.
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